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PARCEL LOCATION
Parcel Number:
Parcel Number:
Parcel Number:
Parcel Number:

171A3 G010
171A3 G011
171A3 G003
171A3 G012

Address: 660 W BROAD STREET
Address: 600 W BROAD STREET
Address: 363 REESE STREET
Address: 0 N. FINLEY STREET

Total Acreage:

2.468 (2.47)

Proposed Zoning:

CD‐PD

Acreage:
Acreage:
Acreage:
Acreage:

1.211
0.361
0.375
0.521

INTRODUCTION and PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project Finley & Pope is a true mixed‐use concept integrating a welcoming pedestrian plaza and
downtown atmosphere with contemporary Class A restaurant and retail space, outdoor dining, public amenities,
private residential 1‐and‐2‐bedroom apartments, and lush landscaping.
The proposed design is informed by a contemporary take on the quality and timelessness of mid‐century
architecture. Finley & Pope combines quality materials, crisp and timeless design aesthetic, and an intentional
integration of public and private space to create a true Athens‐urban lifestyle.
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THE DESIGN TEAM
Architects + Interiors
Civil & Landscape
Creative Development

STUDIO.BNA Architects, Athens GA
Smith Planning Group, Watkinsville, GA
POLIAS, Athens GA

PROJECT INFORMATION
Proposed Ground Level
Leasable Restaurant / Retail + Plaza:
Restaurant / Retail Ceiling Heights:
Covered Parking for Retail + Residents:

34,040 sf
18 ft
33,650 sf

Proposed Upper Levels Residential:
Unit Mix 1‐Bedroom + mid‐century loft:
Unit Mix 2‐bedroom mid‐century flats:

448 beds
22 apartments
213 apartments

Density 448 / 2.54a = bed/acre

181

Parking Provided for Restaurant / Retail
Parking provided for Residences
Parking provided for Guests, Staff
Total Parking Provided on Site
Accessible Spaces
EV Charging Station / Spaces
Bicycle Spaces

200 (i.e.: 1 space per 4 seats or 1 space or per 100 sf _ 200 spaces is 59% of 1/100)
235 (section 9-30-2.A.6: “1 space per dwelling unit for 1-and-2-bedroom dwellings”)
44
479
9
25
24
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50.3%
49.7%
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MATERIAL PALETTE
Gray brick and Class A+ board formed concrete
Large format cladding panel (i.e.: Porcelanosa, Neolith, Atlas Concord-Thinner, or similar)
Black Stain Rainscreen (i.e.: shou sugi ban or similar)
Dark accents / warm wood accents
Lush landscaping and ground‐scape
Dark Anodized Aluminum windows and doors
Cali‐Bamboo decking
LIVEROOF green roof
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Reference image:

Credit: Michael Hsu Office of Architecture, Foundry II
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TRANSPARENCY . FAÇADE CALCULATION
West Downtown design guidelines require a minimum transparency for the ground floor of 50% and for the upper
levels of 20%. All glazing indicated will be Insulated Low E Clear (no tint or color). The following have been
provided in the proposed design:
Broad Street Ground Floor
Broad Street Upper Levels
Finley Street Ground Floor
Finley Street Upper Levels
Pope Street Ground Floor
Pope Street Upper Levels
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72.8%
36.0%
66.0%
45.2%
68.1%
38.0%

(50% required)
(20% required)
(50% required)
(20% required)
(50% required)
(20% required)
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PROPOSED USE and ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH
The proposed design is informed by a contemporary take on the quality and timelessness of mid‐century
architecture. Finley & Pope combines quality materials, crisp and timeless design aesthetic, and an intentional
integration of public space, dining, and downtown residential living to create a true Athens‐urban lifestyle.
The design provides engaging public space at the entirety of the ground level pedestrian experience with 655
linear feet of frontage for restaurants, retail, commercial, and boutique shops (92.4% of the public three‐street
frontage). Inviting the community to this block in Athens is key to creating a thriving downtown Athens and
implements a true‐mixed‐use approach to designing for downtown Athens.
Reese Pope Park (formerly the Georgia Botanical Garden) is adjacent to the proposed development. The team is
working with Leisure Services to offer and implement, at no cost to Athens‐Clarke County, significant
improvements to the park itself as well as an expansion of the green space into the development parcels that
would also be made fully open to the public yet maintained and serviced by Finley & Pope.
The project will improve landscaping within and around Reese Pope Park, improve the basketball court and
pavilion, provide benches and tables, night‐sky compliant path and area lighting, and create a botanical garden
memorial exhibit. The privately maintained section of the park expansion will blend new landscape naturally with
the existing park, provide a small shade pavilion and area for a pop‐up stage or an occasional food truck and large
open green space, publicly available restrooms, and a walking path through trees and garden connecting Reese, N.
Finley, and N. Pope to the center of the garden‐park. Landscaping in this area will be native species in
demonstration of and in keeping with the State Botanical Gardens.
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1. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT DESIGNATION
The Future Development Designation is requested to be amended to “Downtown.” Current designations are
“Main Street Business” and “Mixed Density Residential.” The proposal will provide premier commercial, retail, and
restaurant space along a pedestrian plaza and mixed‐higher‐density residential which meets the FLU intent.
2. BALANCE OF LAND USE
The proposed project meets the zoning requirements for the requested CD zoning with a minor waiver requested
(refer “waivers” section). The proposed true‐mixed‐use offers an investment in downtown Athens providing
robust and engaged restaurant, retail, and boutique shop space the entirety of Broad Street frontage at over 407
feet of facade and turning the corners at Pope Street the full length of the façade and halfway up the block along
Finley Street.
3. PUBLIC FACILITY ELEMENTS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
a.
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Appropriate Businesses: The proposed development provides the entire length of each public façade
with top tier restaurant space, retail and boutique shop space, and commercial opportunity space. The
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b.

c.

commercial spaces provide 18‐foot‐high unobstructed ceilings, full glass exposure, and covered outdoor
plaza and dining space. Commercial spaces are designed for ideal depths with back‐of‐house parking,
delivery and loading, recycling and trash removal and utility services. There are three premier locations
for restaurants, one at each end and one in the center at the main building entry. Other spaces are
designed for smaller restaurant and coffee or pastry shops, boutique shops, and innovative retail and
commercial endeavors.
Transportation Alternative: The ACC #20 Line serves the proposed site with route #6 east bound in the
evenings. The UGA bus route services the parcel with a bus stop location one block east near the Newton
Street / Broad intersection.
Housing Opportunities: The proposed development will provide 22 one‐bedroom apartments and 213
two‐bedroom apartments, with a total of 233 apartments. The unit floor plans are design based on a
contemporary take on mid‐century modern living and lifestyle with full expanses of natural light and large
gathering spaces withing the apartments, aimed to accommodate target residents which are workforce
individuals, upper‐level graduates, faculty, and young professionals. Studies indicate Athens / Clarke
County has a deficit of viable one and two‐bedroom units in close proximity to work zones that are
designed with the working adult in mind. The proposed development provides both residential
accommodations, active and passive work support and community support space, and vibrant retail
opportunity along the entirety of the public frontage.

4. ZONING OBJECTIVE CRITERIA
This submittal requests to change the CG and RM‐2 parcels to CD zoning and thus continuing the Downtown fabric
west along the US 78 and Broad Street corridor. This is a natural extension and growth pattern for Athens and will
serve as a gateway to downtown. The design and development team are aware of the aesthetic importance of this
location and agree it is imperative to set an example with high quality design in this location to influence and
encourage future development in Athens.
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